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I .	 INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a set of programs aesigned to be run on the IBM 370/158
computer at Ohio University. These programs are used to road the recorded time differences
from the tape produced by the Loran data collection systeml
 , convert them to latitude/
longitude and produce various plotting input files. The programs have been written so they
may be tailored easily to meet the demands of a particular data reduction job. The tape
reader program is written in 370 assembler language and the remaining programs are written
in standard IBM FORTRAN-IV language. rho tape reader program is dependent upon the
recording format used by the data collection system and on the 1/0 macros used at the
computing facility. Tho other programs are generally device-independent, although the
plotting routines will be depenc" it upon the plotting method used.
Figure 1 shows an overall view of the flow of data from the receiver, through the
Loran interface unit, to the microprocessor, and the main computing facility. The basic
function of the data reduction programs is to convert the recorded data to a more readily
usable form; convert the time difference (TD) numbers to latitude/longitude (lot/long), to
format a printed listing of the TDs, lot/long, reference times, and other information derived
from the data, and to produce data files which may be used for subsequent plotting.
il.	 THE TAPE READER PROGRAM
Figure 2 shows a functional flow diagram of the tape reader program. Its main function
is to find and separate valid data from the tape input. The present format of the recorded
tapes is a continuous string of numbers containing the GRI count, and the two TDs. A typical
tape record is shown in Figure 3. Although the record format depicted in Figure 3 is eight
words of ten bytes each, this is not always the case. Because of the recording operation of
the microcomputer, the word positions may be offset to the left or right of the start-record
position by a variable number of bytes. It is also possible that an incomplete word was recorded,
i.e., one of the three fields (GRI or the TDs) may have been omitted for some reason (usually
an interrupt timing problem). Completely invalid data may be included because of initialization
problems. The recorded data is in a packed BCD format, as opposed to ASCII or EBCDIC which
is more commonly used in the computer. The tape reader program, then, must correctly identify
complete data fields, rejecting those which are incomplete or otherwise invalid. The program
then converts the data from the packed decimal form to EBCDIC and stores it on a disk file
and/or a tape volume. A running count is kept of errors encountered while reading the input
tape .
For the discussion which follows, reference is made to the complete program listing
in Appendix I . After reading a record from the tape input, a check is made to determine if
any errors have been returned from the operating system. An end-of-file (EOF) indication
is handled separately and causes the program to close all files and terminate execution (normal
exit). If a permanent 1/0 error is encountered, the record is skipped and the next record is
read. A count is maintainel of all records skipped in this manner. There are several reasons
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record. The detection and handling of such errors are functions of the tape unit and tape
channel used at the computing facility. Any other errors encountered cause an error message
to be generated, all files closed, and execution to be terminated.
After a record has been corro.4ctly read, the program scans the record for the first
occurrence of the TDA mask. Currently, this mask is a hexadecimal "A" in the upper four
bits of the most-significant-digit (MSB) of the TDA field. When the TDA mask is found,
the digit pointer backspaces four bytes to point to the first byte of the GRI count. Then a
chick is made for the TDB mask whMh is the hexadecimal character "B" in the upper four
bits of the MSB for the TDB field. 'A ftei , this i; Vjrified, a check is mode to ensure that
there are ten digits in the word. It any of these checks fails, the word is skipped and the
next word is tried. A separate Count of these errors is kept.
The tape reader program must take into account the fact that part of a word may be on
the previous line or on the succeeding line (tape record). If, while checking the word lengths,
it is found that some of the first several bytes are missing, the program assumes that these bytes
were on the last record. In this case, it assumes that these bytes are already in a temporary
buffer which was built during processing of the previous record. Then the remaining bytes on
the present record are used to fill out this temporary buffer which is then sent to the format
conversion routine. If
.
. while checking the word length, it is found that some of the bytes
at the end of the word are missing, the bytes that are present are stored in a temporary
buffer and another record is obtained, where it is assumed that the remaining bytes will be
found .
When it has been ascertained that a proper ten-byte word exists, a subprogram is called
which changes the packed decimal form to a zoned (EBCDIC) format. A check is made to be
sure that ten bytes have actually been passed to the conversion routine; also the ten bytes are
checked for valid characters. If these checks fail, the word is purged and the invalid word
count is increased by one. Before the format conversion takes place, the two TD masks are
stripped off (replaced by a four-bit zero). The format conversion is accomplished by taking
each four-bit digit (20 in total) and prefixing it with the four-bit hexadecimal "F". Thus,
the ten-byte word is converted to a 20-byte EBCDIC word.
The reformatted word is placed in an output buffer. The possible outputs are: a disk
file with a datoset name specified when the tape reader program was called, and/or a tape
volume. After the output record (s) are written, another pass is made to process another TD
data word.
An additional feature built into the data recording system allows event-marks to be
identified uniquely by writing an incrementing number into the most significant byte of the
GRI count. For no events entered, this MSB digit is set to zero. The tape reader program
tests the MSB of the GRI number; if it is non-zero, the entire TD word is converted to zoned
format and stored on a separate disk file.
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III. SUPERVISOR PROGRAM
The supervisor program is used during the TD-to-position conversion operation. Figure 4
shows a functional diagram of this program. A complete listing is given in Appendix II. The
particular version of the supervisor to be discussed hero was designed primarily for ;he CMS
interactive system. To be used in other systems, such as OS/VS, some of the read and write
statements and possibly some format statements need be changed. In order to facilitate use
by other agencies, 1/0 operations are confined to this supervisor program; except for subroutine
DBREAD, which does its own file-read operations.
The supervisor requests the user to enter parameters for the data reduction job. These
parameters, in order of entry, are: the dead-reckoned latitude, dead-reekonad longitude,
the number of input data points to be skipped between calculations, the basic Loran chain
rote, the reference longitude. The dead-reckoned latitude and longitude are used to initialize
the TD-to-position subprogram. The position may be approximate; within one to two degrees of
the actual position. Since the conversion program requires a dead-reckoned position each time
it is called, the last position calculated is used for the new dead-reckoned position. Because
the input file containing the time differences can be quite large, it would take an excessive
amount of time to convert every point. If the data is collected at the maximum rate, then
there will be approximately ten points every second of real time. Under normal circumstances,
one-tenth second represents a very small change in position; thus, the third entry to the super-
visor program allows a number of input data points to skipped in between calculations, saving
time. The maximum value for this entry is to do one calculation for every 9999th data point.
The entry for basic chain rate is used for calculating the time between each set of data points.
This is found by multiplying the GRI count read in from the data by the basic chain rote and
dividing by 3600, giving the time in hours. This entry is made in decimal format; e.g. if
the chain rate is 89700, enter 0.0897. This is the chain rate in fractional seconds. The final
two entries are a reference position passed to the range/azimuth routine. Thus the range and
azimuth of each calculated point may be found relative to the reference.
After the parameters are read in, the appropriate subprograms are called to read in a
data point, convert it to lat/long, and convert it to range/azimuth. The first point is used
as a time reference and the GRI count of each succeeding point is used to calculate the time
elapsed since the first point. All of the information obtained by the supervisor program is
formatted into a listing which is generally printed. Figure 5 shows a sample listing. A separate
dataset file is also employed to write the range/azimuth or lat/long, which is then used as
input to the plotting programs.
IV. SUBPROGRAM DBREAD
Subprogram DBREAD is used to obtain a GRI count and the two time differences from
the input file. The operation of DBREAD is outlined in Figure 6. The complete listing is
shown in Appendix Ill. The present version of this program reads from an 80-byte input file,
each record containing four GRI and TD words. Several checks of the numbers read in are





Call DBREAD(Get GR1, TDS)
Call TDPOS










Figure 4. Flow Diagram for Supervisor Program.
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Figure 6. Flow Diagram for Subprogram DREAD.
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trap to delete a number if it differs significantly from the lost number read in. Each TD
count is held and cornpored to the new ones read in. If the difference is greater than five
microseconds, the ne:, number is deleted and the next number is tested. If the test fails
ten consecutive times, ti;e new number replaces the old number used f4 the comparisons.
The purpose of this is to remove one TD reading which is off from the rest for some reasor;;
but to be able to recover if there is a gap in the data because the data collection system
was stopped briefly.
Other data checks include a provision to defeat the TD comparator on the first call
to DBREAD. An offset may be added to the time differences if desired for analysis of tracking
errors. When an end-of-file condition is detected on the input, the GRI count and the time
differences are set to zero.
Care should be exercised if this program is modified since this program depends on
values from previous calls to determine if any error conditions exist. For this reason, some
variables in the program are initialized in a DATA statement and some are initialized in a
arithmetic statement.
V. SUBPROGRAM TDPOS
Subprogram TDPOS is a subroutine which converts two time difference numbers to
latitude and longitude. This program is a modification of an interactive program 2
 already
developed for TD conversiod. A listing of this program is given in Appendix IV. This
program requires that the two TD numbers and the dead-reckoned position be included in the
argument list each time it is called. The dead-reckoned position has been discussed briefly
in the last section. The further off the dead-reckoned position is from the actual position,
the more iterations are necessary to obtain a solution. if the dead-reckoned position is too
far off, the calculations may diverge and result in no solution. The number of iterations is kept,
and an error condition is noted if the number of iterations becomes too great. Any error
conditions are returned in the (ERROR argument. IERROR is positive for no error and negative
if an error occurs. The computed position is returned in ti.e argument POS.
The chain constants required by TDPOS are provided in a separate BLOCK DATA file.
An example is given in Appendix V. Each such file contains the necessary chain data for
the master and two selected secandary stations along with the semi-major and semi-minor radii
of the earth.
VI. RANGE/AZIMUTH SUBPROGRAM
Subprogram RNGAZ is used to obtain the geodesic arc length and the bearing angle
from a given position to a reference position. This program is based on^n arc-length compu-
tational method used to calculate predicted Loran-C time differences . A complete listing
may be found in Appendix VI. The arc length is computed on a reference ellipsoid. This
procedure incorporates similar corrections used for Loran- C; i.e.,  basic shape of the
ellipsoid and propagation constants.
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Double precision arithmetic is used in this subprogram to maintain accuracy at
short arc-lengths. It was found in testing a similar program written in single-precision,
that when the arc length was less than several miles, that some of the intermediate results
suffered severely from round-off errors. As a result, underflow and overflow problems
occurred when the prograin was run. With the double-precision method, it has been found
that no such problems occur and the results are sufficiently accurate at arc-lengths down to
one-half mile.
The results returned by this subprogram are in nautical miles for the arc-length
and degrees for the bearing. If desired, other units may be easily obtained. Input to this
program is the latitude and longitude :n decimal degrees.
VII. PLOTTING
Plotting the results of a test flight provides a quick means of analyzing visually
the data obtained rather than relying on the printed listing. The listing may be used for
accurate paint-by-point evaluation, if desired. This section will briefly discuss how the data
reduction programs may be used for plotting the data. The plotting routines used in this case
are contained in the standard Calcomp plotting package available to FORTRAN users. An
example of a FORTRAN-IV program using thr range/angle information as input is shown in
Appendix VII. A typical plot is shown in Figure 7. The plotting package is quite flexible
and allows the user to write a plotting program to satisfy the requirements of the job at
hand.
The data reduction programs can produce one or more compact data fi les which may
be used as input for a plotter program. These files usually will only contain the computed
latitude and longitude or the range and bearing. Thus these files may be considerably
smaller in size than files used to produce them. This makes them easier to store and allow
a number of plots on different scales to be produced using the same input file.
V111. SUMMARY
The data reduction programs consist of several separate programs used for reading
Loran data and producing more usable information. The tape reader program may be used
separately to obtain formatted time difference numbers. The remaining programs convert the
time differences to latitude/longitude and produce plotter input files. These programs have
been wri tten so that they may be modi fled easi ly to meet the demands of a parti cu lar data
reduction job.
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PILE: TAPUNF ASSEMBLE C
	 OHIo UNIVERSITY AVIONICS ENGINEERING CENT
TITLF, 'TAP179F - U g FORMAT PROGRAM FOR LORAN-C DATA RECORDED ON *TAP00010









*	 THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO READ IN LORAN DATA RECORDED	 * TAP00090
*	 ON MAGNETT.0 TAPE. IT REMOVES THE TD MASKS AND CHANGES
	 * TAPOO 00
*	 THE DATA FROM PACKED TO ZONED (EBCDIC). THE ZONED	 * TAPP' M
*	 DATA MAY THEN BE STORED ON DISK, USING THE FILEID
	 * TAP00120
*	 SPECIFIED, AND/3R MAY BE STORED ON ANOTHER TAPE.
	 * TAP00130
*	 LORAN EVENT MARKS ARE REMOVED AND STORED ON DISK
	 * TAP00140






LCLA 6RECLNG	 DESIRED TAPE LENGTH	 TAP00210
&RECLNG SRTA 250	 TAP00220
TAPUNF	 START X 1 20000'	 O^	 TAP00230
USING TAPUNP, 12	 OF 'h^l^I,q	 TAP00240
LR	 12 ,15	 `p^	 TAP00250
LA	 118( 0 1)	 POINT PAST NAME	 pU'	 TAP00260
CLI	 0 (1) , X' FF'	 NOTHING SPECIFIED?	 '4^^t	 TAP00270
B?	 CMDERROR
	 IF S0, THEN ERROR
	 TAP00280
CLI	 0 (1), C' ('	 OPTIONS DELIMITER?	 TAP00290
BNE	 *+B	 SEE IF NODISK SPECIFIED,
	 TAP00300
B	 NODISKTS	 SEE IF IT'S NODISK	 TAP00310
*	 IF NOT, THEN ERROR
	 TAP00 320
CLT	 8 (1) , X' FP e
	SEE IF THERE IS A FIT:ETYPE
	 TAP00330
BE	 CMDERROR
	 IF NOT, THEY ERROR	 TAP00340
CT.T	 N (1), C ('
	 OPTIONS?	 TAP00350
BNR	 *+12	 YES, CHECK FOR NODISK	 TAP00360
LA	 118(11) 	 POINT TO OPTION (? ) 	 TAP00 370
B	 NODTSKTS	 CHECK FOR "NODISK"
	 TAP00380
CLI	 16 (1) , X I FF'	 CHECK FOR FILEMODE LETTER
	 TAP00390




16 (1) C l,  ('	 OPTIONS?	 TAP00410
BE	 PnTINA	 4ovg IN DISK "A"	 TAP00420
MVC	 DTSKNAME+ 8(18),0(1) COMPLETE ID, MOVE TO FSCB	 TAP00430
MVC	 EVNTCTL+8 (8) ,0 (1)	 FN FOP EVENTS
	 TAP00440
MVT	 DISKNAME+2 5,C' v	 STICK IN ADDITIONAL SPACE
	 TAP00450
LA	 1,24( , 1)	 LOOK AT BEGINNING OF OPTIONS
	 TAP00460
B	 OPTCHECK	 NOW CHECK FOR MODIFIERS
	 TAP00470
SPA:F	 TAP00480
PUTINA	 MVC	 nISKNAME+B ( 16) , 0(1) MOVE IN PARTIAL ID 	 TAP00490
MVC,	 EVNTCTL+8 (8),0 (1)	 FN FOR EVENTS
	 TAP00500
MVT	 DISKNAME+ 24 0 C'A'	 ROVE IN "A"	 TAP00510
MVI	 t)TSKNAME+ 25,C' '	 MOVE IN SPACE
	 TAP00520
LA	 1, 16(, 1)	 LOOK AT OPTIONS
	 TAP00530
SPACE	 TAP00540
3PTCHECK CLI	 0 (1) , C' ('	 SEE IF THERE IS OPTION DELIM.
	 TAP00550
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FILE: TAPUNP ASSERRLB	 OHIO UNIVERSITY AVIONICS ENGINEERING CENTER
BILE EIEGII1l3x
	 110,	 BEGIN MAIN EXECUTTON TAPOOS60
LA it 8 (v 1)	 HOVE PAST OPEN PAREN. TAPOOS70
SPACE 2 TAP00580
*«««•ss«•«**s*• *s««ssss«s ««ts•ss«s««••••«ss«•"«« ««•••«•t•••••••••s•««•« TAP00590
* * TAP00600
* THE OPTIONS ALLOWED BY THIS PROGRAM ARN: 	 M IN" TO * TAP00610
* CHANGE THE TAPE IN VADDR FROM THE DEFAULT 181 TO ANOTHER; * TAP00620
* "Our" To CHANGE THE TAPE OUT VADDR FROM THE DEFAULT * TAP00630
* 182 TO ANOTHER; "NODISK" TO SUPPRESS WRITING THE CONVERTED * TAP00640
* DATA ONTO A DISK BUFFER, THIS OPTION MAY ONLY BE USED IP * TAP006SO
* "TAPE" IS SPECIFTED, EVENTS MARKS ARE STILL WRITTEN; * TAP00660
* "TAPE" TO DORP THE CONVERTED DATA ONTO TAPE AT ADDRESS * TAP00670
* 182 OR '*RP 110DIFIED ADDRESS. * TAP00680
* * TAP00690
« •«««s« «ss«s**«*s**«* s«ss««**«*s«*«s«*«*•*s««s««**s*«*s*«••*•s*••s•s««• TAP00700
SPACE 2 TAP00710
OPTLOOP CLT ()(1) , K O FF #
	NOTHING TRIPE? TAP00720
BE BEGINEX	 IF NOT, NO OPTIONS; RON MATH FROG. TAP00730
CLI 0 (1),C l ) '	 CLOSING PAREN.? TAP00740
BR BPGINFX	 IF YES, START EXECUTION TAP00 750
CLC 0 (N, 1) ,OPTIN	 SEE IF "IN" WAS SPECIPTED TAP00760
BF NVTPINAD
	 YES, MODIFY TAPE-IN VADDR TAP00770
CLC 0(8,1),OPTOUT	 SEE IF "OUT" SPECI PIED TAP00780
BE 11VTP31TTD	 YES, GO MODIFY TAPE-ORT VADDR TAP00790
CLC 0(8,1),OPTNDSK SEE IF "NODISKM
 SPECIFIED TAP00800
BF NODSKPRC	 SET FLAG SO WRITING TO DISK TAP00810
CLC 0(8,1),OP?TAPE SEE IF SECOND TAPE TO USE TAP00820
B!T SETTPFL
	 IP TES, SET FLAG TO INDICATE SUCH TAP00830
S °ACE TAP00840
s *«s«««*•** *sss*s **«* s******** *ssss«**•s*ss«•««« *• *ss•s««•««•**«*s«*«*s TAP00850
* * TAP00860
* ONLY FOUR OPTIONS ALLOWED, IF THE OPTIONS * TAP00870
* SPECIFIED FAILED THE ABOVE TESTS, THEN * TAP00880
* WRITE AN ERROR MESSAGE AND LEAVE. * TAP00890
* * TAP00900
*«««s***s*sss** s***ss*««**s***sss«s*s*s««•ss * *ss *«*««««s« *ss«s••••«s « «s TAP00910
SPACE, TAP00920
LR 2,1	 TISF 2 SINCE GPR1 I S BoasED TAP00930
LIN?DIT TExr='DMSTP0001R INVALID OPTION	 It ........ *TAPD0940
SIJB=(CHARA, (2)) ,RENT=NO,DOT= NO,DISP=ERRMSG TAP00950
LA 15,20	 ERROR LEVEL 20 TAP00960
BR 14	 RF,TORN TO CMS TAP00970
SPA^E 2 TAP00980
NVTPINAD CTJ R(1) ,C'0 l	 SEE IF VADDR CHANGE IS IN TAP00990
l	 * NUMERIC OR CHARACTER FORMAT TAP01000
BL MVTCR	 IP CHARACTER, BRANCH TAP01010
* RUST BE NUMERIC TAP01020
"VC DMS0087A-4 ♦1 (3) ,8 (1) 	 HOVE IN	 VADDR TAP01030
MVT 9MS0087A- 4,Cl0l
	INNSF.RT ZERO TAP01040
MVc DMS0115A- 16+1(3),8(1)	 CHANGE VADDR TAP01050
MVT DMS0115A-16,CIOI	 INSERT ZERO TAP01060
LA 1, 16(, 1)	 POINT TO NEXT OPTION TAPOI070
B OPTLOOP	 CHECK FOR MORE TAP01080
SPACE TAPOI090
RVTCH mvC DhS0087A-4 (4) , 8 (1)	 CHANGE VADDR FOR TAPE IN TAP01100
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FILE: TAPUNF ASSEMBLE C	 OBIO UNIVERSITY AVIONICS ENGINEERING CENTER'
MVC DMS0115A-16(4),9(1) CHANGE VADDR FOR TAPE COMMAND TAP01110
LA It 16(, 1)
	 POINT TO NEIT OPTION (IF ANT) TAP01120
B OPTLOOP	 CHECK FOR MORE TAP01130
SPACE 2 TAPOI140
"IVTPOUTD CLI 8 (1) , C 1 0 4	 SEE IF NUMERIC OR CHAR. TAP01 1SO
BL MVTCHOUT
	 IF CHAR., BRANCH DOWN TAP01160
MVC DMS0202A-4+1(3),8(1) 	 CHANGE VADDR TAP01170
MVI DMS0202A-4,C'0 l
	INSERT ZERO TAP01180
LA 1, 16(, 1)
	 POINT TO NEXT OPTION TIPOI 190
B OPTLOOP	 CHECK FOR MORE TAP01200
SPACE TAP01210
MVTCHOUT PVC DMS0202A-4(4j,8(1)
	 CHANGE VADDR FOR TAPE OUT TAP01220
LA 1, 16(, 1)	 POINT TO NEXT OPTION (IF ANT) T APO 1230
P OPTLOOP
	 CHECK FOR MORE TAP01240
SPACE 7 TAP012SO
NODSKPRC OI FLAGS, 1	 SET FLAG SO NO DISK WRITING TAP01260
LA 1, $ (, 1)
	 POI N? TO NEXT OPTION (TV ANT) TAP01270
B OPTLOOP TAP01280
SPACE 2 TAP01290
SETTPFL OI FLAGS,4	 SET TAPE FLAG TAP01300
LA 18861)	 POINT TO NEXT nPTIOH TAP01310
B OPTLOOP TAP01320
SPACE 2 TAP01330
NODISKTS OI FLAGS, 2	 SET NO FILEID BIT TAP01340
B OPTCHECF TAP01350
SPACE 2 TAP01360
MDERROR LINEDIT TEXT= I DMSTPUO02E INCOMPLETE FILEID SPECIFIED. o , *TAP01370
DOT=NO, BENT=NO, DISP=ERRMSG TAP01380
LA 15024	 ERROR LEVEL 24 TAP01390
BR 14	 RRT"RN TO CMS TAP01400
SPACE, 2 TAP01410
BEGINEX TM FLAGS,2	 CHECK THE NO-ID BIT TAP01420
BNO RDYRUN	 IF SET THEN NODISK BIT MUST BE SET TAP01430
TM FL AGS, 1	 SEE IF IT IS TAP01440
BO RDYRJN	 IF SET, OK TAP01450
SPACE. TAP01460
LINEDIT TEXT= l D"1STP0005E 110 FILEID SPECIFIED, USE NODISK.', *TAP01470
DISP= ERRMSG,DOT=NO,RENT=NO TAP01480
LA 15,4	 ERROR LEVEL 4 TIP01490
BR 14	 RETURN TO CMS TAP01500
S PAC F 2 TAPO 1510
*****s**s**********************s**********s**ss****s*s*ss******s****** TAP01520
* * TAP01530
*• A TAPE RECORD IS READ IN AND ANY ERRORS ARE CHECKED.
	 IF	 * TAPOIS40
* AN "EOT" IS DETECTED, THE PROGRAM WRITES THE INFORMATIONAL
	 * TAP01550
* MESSAGES AND LEAVES, IF A PERMANENT I/O ERROR IS DETECTED,
	 * TAPOIS60
* THE HAD RECORD IS SKIPPED OVER AND THE NEXT RECORD IS TRTED. * TAP01570
* AFTER THE RECORD IS READ IN, THE TDA MASK IS SEARCHED FOR,	 * TAPO1S80
* AND WHEN FOUND, BACKSPACED TO THE FIRST BYTE OF THE GRI.
	 * TAP01590
* CHECKS ARE MADE TO BE SURE TEN BYTES ARE THERE, IF NOT, THE	 * TAP01600
* MISSIN; BYTES ARE OBTAINED FROM THE PREVIOUS RECORD, OR ADDED* TAPD1610
* TO THE NEXT RFC:)RD.	 THEN THE TEN BYTES OF DATA ARE CONVERTED* TAP01620
* TO EBCDIC AND SPORED.	 * TAP01630
* * TAP01640
***s********************************************************s*ss*s***** TAP01650
-17-	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
SPACE 2
SLR 7,7 CLEAR GPR7
LA 6, DAPACNvr SET TO START OF CONVERSION AREA
LA 8, DSK BF INITIALIZE GPRB
LA 9,TPOUTBF INITIALIZE GPR9
LA S,TPINBF SET ADDRESS OF START OF TAPE BUFFER
RDTAPF TPINBP,fRPCLNG
	 READ A RECORD FROM TAPE
LTR 15,15 CHECK THE RETURN CODE
BT. TPCONT IF ZERO, START BYTE MOVE OPERATION
STH 15 8 E15RR STORE RETURN CODE FOR TESTING
CTJ P,1 5RR+ 1,2 SEE IF POT DETECTED
BF EOT YES, WRAP UP OPERATION
CLI R15RR+1,3 SEE IF I/O ERROR
BE TRYA3AIN IF NOT, CAN IT CONTINUE
LR 2,15 SAVE RETURN CODE
LINFDIT TETT='D4STT7F010E ERROR ON READING TAPE.90
DISP=ERRMSG,DOT=NO,RENT=NO
LR 15,2 GET RETURN CODE BACK...
BR 14 ...AND RETURN TO CMS
SPACE 2
TAPRCTL FSR SKIP OVER BAD RECORD
AP TPERRNBR(2) , PONE 	 ADD ONE TO ERROR COUNT
B TPREAD TRY TO READ ANOTHER RECORD
SPACE 2
LTR 7,7 TEST TO SEE IF FILL ON LEFT
BZ NOPILL IF ZERO, NO PILL REQUIRED
MVC 0(116)60(5) MOVE A BYTE TO CONVERT AREA
LA 6, 1(,6) NEXT LOCATION IN CONVERT
LA 511(15) NEXT LOCATION TO BE MOVED
BCTR 7,0 ONE LESS TO DO
LTR 7,7 SER IF IT IS ZERO
BZ CONVHEB YES, COMPLETE FIELD, SO CONVERT
B FILL OTHERWISE, DO IT AGAIN
SPACE
LA 3, 1 r) (, 5) LOAD TEN LOCATIONS DOWN...
CL 3,TPBFEND ...AND SEE IF OUT-OP-BOUNDS
BNH VOEND IF SMALLER, THEN OK
LA 7,10 TRN BYTE COUNT
MvC 0 (1,6) , 0 (5) MOVE IN A BYTE
LA 5,1(,5) INCREMENT 5
LA 6,'1(,6) INCREMENT 6
BCTR 7,0 DECREMENT 7
CL 5,TP8F END SRR IF AT EDGR YET
BNP DROPRT NO, CONTINUE MOVING
LA 5,TPINBF BACK TO BEGINNING
B TPREAD READ ANOTHER RECORD
SPACE
SLR 3,3 CLEAR 3 AGAIN
IC 3, 0 (, 5) LOAD IN A BYTE
SRL 3,4 GET RID OF LOWER FOUR BITS
CH 3, AMASK SEE IF TDA MASK IS THERE
BF. FA YES, FOUND IT
LA 5, 1 (, 5) NO, TRY NEXT BYTE
CL 5,TP8FEND AT END OF RECORD?







































































v TLE: T'	 ASSEMRLE C
	 OHIO UNIVERSITY AViONIC3 E nGINEERiNG CE NTER
B NOEND+2 GO THROUGH LOOP AGAIN TAP02210
SPACE TAP02220
FA SL 5, F4 POINT TO GRI FIELD TAPS2230
MVC 0 ( 10, 6) ,0 ( 5) MOVE, THE, FIPLD TO CONVERT AREA TAP02240
LA 6, DATACNVT+10 DO THIS FOR TEST LATER ON TAV022SO
LA 5,10( 0 5) NEXT FIELD TO BE MOVED TAP02260
SPACE, 2 TAP02270
tsst****ssttt*t*t sttt*ttttt* tttt*ts**tstsssts****t*ttsssss*ssssssssss *s TAP02280
t * TAP02290
* CONVERSION IS DONE ONE BYTE AT A TINE.
	 THE BYTES * TIP02300
* ARE CHECKED TO BE SURE THEY ARE IN THE RANGE OF * TAP02310
* ZERO THROUGH NINE., INCLUSIVE.
	 IF THEY ARE NOT, THE * TAP02320
# ENTIRE DATA RECORn IS REJECTED. * TAP02330
* * TAP02340
t**s*s*+tt***a*tt*stt*t*t*t*ttt tt*tttttsstttt**tttttt+^*st**t*sss*tsstt ** rAP02350
SPACE 2 TAP02360
CONVHEB CL 6, DAPACNVE AT ?ND OF CONVERT BUFFER TAP02370
B y? BADRECRD IF NOT, BAD RECORD DETECTED TAP02380
LA 6, DATACNVT POINT TO BEGINNING TAP02390
IC 3, 4 (, 6) TEST FOR TDA MASK TAP02400
SRL 3, 4 STRIP OFF LOWER BITS TAP02410
CR 3, AMASIC IS "A"? TAP02420
BNE BADRECRD N0, ERROR TAP02430
IC 3,7(,6) TEST FOR TDB MASK TAP02440
SRI. 3,4 STRIP OFF LOWER BITS TAP0 2450
CH 3,BMASK TS "B"? TAP02460
BNE. BADRECRD N0, ERROR TAP02470
NI 4(6) , XtOPI STRIPOFF TDA MASK TAP02480
NI 7 (6) , R I OF I STRIP OFF TDB MASK TAP02490
SPACE TAP02500
LA 10,CONVERT START AT BEGINNING TAP02510
CVZONE IC 3, 0 (, 6) GET A BYTE, TAP02520
SRL 3 , 4 SHIFT OFF LOWER FOUR BITS TAP02530
CH 3, HO SEE IF NUMBER LESS THAN " 0" TAP02540
BM BADRECRD IF TES, REJECT RECORD TAP02550
CH 3, H9 SEE IF NUMBER GREATER THAN "9" TAP02560
SH BADRECRD IP YES, REJECT RECORD TAP02570
0 3,ZONEMASK ADD THE ZONE MASK TRP02580
STC 3,0(o 10) AND PLACE.IN CONVERT BUFFER TAP02590
LA 10 , 1 (, 10) NEXT BYTE IN BUFFER TAP02600
IC 3,0(,6) GET THE SAME CHARACTER TAP02610
N 3, STRIPU4 STRIP OFF THE UPPER FgUR BITS TAP02620
CH 3, HO CHECK IF VALID TAP02630
BM BADRECRD REJECT RECORD IF NOT TAP02640
CH 3, H9 CHECK IF VALID TAP026SO
BH BADRECRD REJECT IF NOT TAP02660
0 3, ZONEMASK ADD THE ZONE MASK TAP02670
STC 3, 0(, 10) STORE IN BUFFER TAP02680
LA 10 , 1(, 10) NEXT BYTE TAP02690
I.A 6, 1( , 6) NEXT BYTE TO BE DONE TAP02700
CL 6,DATACNVE SEE IF DONE TAP02710
BNP CVZONE N0, CONTINUE THIS LOOP TAP02720
LA 6, DATACNVT LOAD GPR6 TAPS2730
SPACE TAP02740
TM DATACNVT,XlPFl CHECK IF FIRST NUMBER IS ZERO TAP02750
-19-
A
vILE: TAPUNF 45SEMBLE Z	 OHIO UNIYERSITT AVIONICS ENGINEERING CENTER'
BZ SERDSK	 TF ZERO, NO EVENT ENTERED TAP02760
FSWR ITE FSCB=EVNTCTL PUT EVENT ON DISK TAP02770
LTR 15015	 CHECK ?EE RETURN CODE TAP02780
BZ NOPILL	 IF ZERO, DO NEXT RECORD TIP02790
SPACE TAP02800
LR 2,15	 SAVE RETURN CODE TAP02810
LTR99TT TEXT= # D4STPUO21E ERROR ON WRITING TO "LORAN EVENTS C1*TAP02820
itv,DISP=PRRHSG,DOT =NO,RENT=NO TAP02930
LR 15,2	 GET RETURN CODE BACK TAP02640




* THE WRITING TO DISK AND/OR TAPE IS DONE HERE.	 THE * TAP02090
* FORMATS USED ARE FOR DISK:	 RECFR = F,	 LRECL = 80, * TAP02900
* BLKSIZE = 40.	 FOR TAPE:




S EEDSK TM FLAGS, 1	 SEE IF WRITING TO DISK TAP02950
BO SEETP	 IF NOT, CHECK FOR TAPE TAP02960
MVr 0(20,8),C3NVERT
	 MOVE THE NUMBER TO DISK BUFFER
	
TAP02970
LA 8,20(,8)	 NEXT FIELD AREA TAP02980
Cl. 4, DSKBFZND	 CHECK IF BUFFER IS FULL TIP02990
BL SEETP	 IF NOT, GO ON TAP03000
LA 9, DSKBF	 RE—INI?IALIZE GPR8 TAP03010
PSW8ITR FSCB=DISKNAMP, WRITE. TO DISK TAP03020
LTR 15,15	 CHECK RETURN CODE TAP03030
BZ SBETP	 IF ZERO, GO ON TAP03040
SPA-CE TAP03 050
LR 2,15	 SAVE RETURN CODE TAP03060
LINRDIT TFXT= I D y STPUO20E ERROR ON WRITING TO ..... . *TAP03070
.. "t, SUB=(CHARA, DISKNAHE+8,CRARA,DISKNAME+I6,CHARA,DISK*TAP03080
NAME+24) , DTSP=ERRYISG, DOT=NO, RENT= NO TAP03090
LR 15,2	 GET R11TURN CODE BACK TAP03100
BR 14	 RETURN TO CMS TAP03110
SPACE 2 TAP03120
SEETP TM FLAGS, 4	 CHECK IF TAPE BEING USED TAP03130
BZ NOFILT. TAP03140
MVC 0 (20, 9) ,CONVERT	 MOVE DIGITS TO TAPE BUFFER TAP03150
LA 9,20(,9)	 POINT TO NEXT FIELD TAP03160
CL 9, TPOUTEND	 SEE IF BUFFER FALL TAP03170
BNfi NOPILL	 IF NOT, PROCESS ANOTHERFIELD TAP03180
LA 9,TP3UTBF	 POINT BACK TO BEGINNING TAP03190
WRT4PF (9),800,182	 DTIMP BUFFER TO TAPE TAP0320%)
LTR 15,15	 CHECK RETURN CODE FROM DUMP TAP03210
BZ NORILL	 IF ZERO, PROCESS ANOTHER RECORD TAP03220
LR 2,15	 SAVE RETURN CODE TAP03230
S"—A--?, TAP03240
LTKRDIT TETT= l D4STPUO22E ERROR ON WRITING TO TAPE. 9 , *TAP03250
DTSP=RRRMSG,DOT=NO,RENT=NO TAP03260
SPACE TAP03270
L4 15,2	 GET RETURN CODE BACK TAP03280





17 1LE: TAPUNF	 ASSEMBLE	 OHIO UNIVERSITY AVIONICS ENGINEERING CRY?
9ADRECRD LA 6, DATACNVT	 POINT TO BEGINNING Or CONVERT TAP03310
AP R2CERROB ( 2) , Pon2	 ADD ONE TO ERROR COUNT TAP03320
8 NOFILL




• THt? PROGRAM COMES HERE AFTER READING A FILE MIRK # TIP03370
# ON THE TAPE.
	 THE COUNTS FOR TAPE RECORDS SKIPPED * TAP03380
* AND DATA RECORDS REJECTED ARE UNPACKED AND DISPLAT20 s TAP03390
* ON TRF TERnrYAL.




ROT UNPR MSGI + 23 (3) ,TPFRRNBR (2)	 CHANGE TO EBCDIC TAP03440
02 RSG1+25 , X0 FO •
	REMOVE SIGN TAP03450
UNPK MSG2 + 23(3),RECERROR(2)
	 CHANGE TO EBCDIC TAP03460
02 MSG2 + 25,X@F01	 REMOVE SIGN TAP03470
WRTRRM I	 •	 CARRIAGE RETURN TAP034d-3
VA2T.T TAP03490
WRTERM MSG1, 26 TAP03500
NATTT TAP03510
WRTEP q RSG2, 26 TAP03520
WAIT? TAP03530
Sr,R 15015	 ZERO RETURN CODE TAP03S40
SR 14	 BACK TO CRS TAP0 3550
EJECT TAP03S60
DS OD TAP03S70
OPTIN DC CL8 1 IN1 TRP03SBO
OPTOUT DC CL9.09T• TAP03590
OPTNDSK DC CL8 1' NODISK9 TAP03600
0PTTAPE DC CL81TAPP.1 TAP03610
F4 DC F 1 40 TAP03620
ZONENASK DC Hg0•,X • 00FA • TAP03630
STRIPO4 DC H9011XV000F • TAP03640
DATIICNVE DC AL4(1)ATACNVT + 101 TAP036SO
TPBFEND DC AL4 (TPINBP +SRECLNG) TAP03660
nSKBFEND DC AL4 (DS KBF + 90) TAP03670
TPODTEND DC AL4 ( TPOi1TBF +900) TAP03680
DISKBAME FSCB •	 1,RECF M =F,BIIPFER = DSKBF,BSIZE=80 TAP03690
E VNTCTL FSCB • LORAN EVENTS C i O , R ECFM=P, BUFFER = CONVERT, BSIZE=20 T AP03700
E15RR DS H TAP03710
HO DC H•0• TAP03720
H9 OC H191 TAP03730
ANASK DC X• 003A • TAP03740
9MAS T DC X100091 TAP03750
FLAGS DC X'00• TAP03760
CONVERT DS 211 TAP03770
TPINBF DS FRECLNG.X TAP03780
TPOUTBF DS 800%	 JRQNAL PAGE m T'AP03790
DSKBF DS 8010	 ®F POOR QUAL" TRP03800
DATACNVT DC 1OC • 	 • TAP03810
DS lox TAP03820
TPERRNBR DC PX. 2`0 • TAP03830
CECERROR DC PL2.3 1 TAP03840




F ILE: TAPUNP	 ASSEMBLE C
	 ORIO OWTVBRSITT ATIONICS ENGINEERING CENTR
MSG1	 DC	 C• TAPE RECORDS REJECTED:
	 •	 TAP03860







FILE: LV CMS	 Fr,PTRAtj	 ''	 OHT !	 'J"IVEPSITY	 AVIONICS ENRINFFRI" •	 r'E:NTEr
01'O rNSION	 TOS(2).P g S(21•IPIS(?) *FPO^(2 ► •APOS(?)•MPOS ,(? 1•SPOS ,(2)•DRLRVC	 !II
:POS(2) IRN00420
REAL*8	 RLAT•RLCNG.Pi I.R,N?0130
C0 kl "00N/RNGP0S/RLAT9RL0N., I.RN00040








2 9 LOO O S 'pNOC110
READ	 1 •CRR LON00120
READ	 39IDEG.MIrJ.SEC,I')Ec;l• ,IIN19SFCi I RN00130
RLAT=( IDEG+(NIN+SF'C/60.)/6^.)*PI/18n. 1.000140
RUNG=(IDEGI+( M INI+SEC1/6.0.1/60.)*PT/1 0 0. LRN00150




CALL	 D P REAU(GRI•TUS) LRN10180
IF(GRI .f.O * r.)GOTO	 10o LR14CO190
ICOUNT"' LRV0200
GUTO	 14 L.RN00210
1 P 00	 13	 I=1•LOOPS 1.°N^^221
CALL	 l9RE4D(GRI•TDS) 1_RNI('231
IF(GRI.FQ,r..0)"0T0	 1L0 1.RN00240
13 CONTINUE ► QNI^250
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+I tRN00260
14 GRII=GRI — G7 4 I g ►,QN00?70
uRIS=GRI LRNO^2P?
TIME=TI lE+G 4 II*CPR/3C0le0 1 RN00290
CALL	 T('iPUS(TCS•POS•GR Q D•1rRR1P) 1.QNO1300
IF(IERROR)111.110.11C IR%00310
110 DO	 21	 I=1.2 LQN00320
DRFOS(I)= P OS(I) 1_W1,,17330
IPOS(I) =PO S (I) I. RN01340
FPoS , (I)=PUS(I) — IP0S(I) L.QN00350
APO9 , (I)=FPOS(I)*f;090 L RN00361
MPLI S (I ) =APO'. (I) L 0N0:137i
21 SPOS(I)= , (APOS(I)-M P OS(I))*6^o^ I_p.N91n380
IHR=TI M E L RNnO790
XMIN=(TIi ,IE — IHR)#EO.G I_RN00400
MIN=XM11. LQ1`010410
SCS=(YMTN — MIN)*SSer, l.pN00420
CALL	 R%,AZ(P0S9RH09A.	 IM) 1_.DP100430
PRINT	 9.ICO i JNT9TOS9(I'0S(I).MPOScI19SPOS-(. ► .1	 1.2).940	 AZIM+IHR ♦ MI1_1NO1?440









110 STOP LONO	 500
1 FORMAT(F10.6) !_4NO0510
2 FORMAT(I4) L)NO.520
3 F0QMAT(I4.lX912.1X.F5 o2) I_Q11n3931




FILE: LR'.CMS	 FO O TRAN	 C	 OHIO U"IVE R SITY AVIONICS ENGINEFRI"! , CENTER
P O P '•'AT(74FP.4))
	
I o"r^'C560
FOP4AT( • O TPA = ••;7/.1*HX•4TGP, = 9 •^7.1•T7 ,1 •15( • • • )•`	 SOLUTION CAIRN ^O'i7O
:KNOT F` OBTaIN C*D.	 9 •1 v) ( 9 0 9 ))	 I_RNO9980
FOR M AT(1H19 0 CCUNT••715••Tn.l••T3C••Tr'B*tTIi7.•LATITUDFt•T6H••LONGITL4N'1199O
>uDF9 •TP7• • RANGE • •T1C3• • AZI M JTN • •T12'•• • TIMF • /iX•T47• • Dn 4 M SS'•9.T69• ►_RN00500
> • GD MM SS • •T87• • ..MILES Ig T1C'• • DEGRF c S • •T119• • HH MM SS • /)	 LRNC1611
FOR"AT( • 1 PARAMETLRS POP LORAN DA T A D EDUCTION PR0 r RAM. • //'0DFAD I.RN00520
>RECKONEC LATITUDE: • 9 F 9.4/ 1 DEAD RE^ w O" I ED LONGITUDE: 9 9F894// 9 DATLgN00630
>A TAKEN EVERY • 9I49 0 TINT''.•//• CHAIN RA.TF_': 9 •F6.4// •
 REFERENCE LLPN^164^
>ATITUCIE: 0 •15.1X•I2.1X• F 5.2/'• RFFEREMC ;:' LO N ',ITJOE: l•I4•1X•I2.1X•FLZNO3650
>592)	 11N'On66?




APpzRDii iii Listing for anbpcogca • DBIRAD.
r^.
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SUBROnTINE	 DBR F.AD(GR i,TDS) DSR00010
DIMENSTON TDS (2) ,IBnF(4, 1) ,TDOLD(2) ,TDOF(2) DBR00020
DATA TP ASS /4/,TDOLD/0.,0./,ICALL/O/,TDOF/- 2. 0 17./ DBR00030
NP,RR=O DBR00040
IF(IPA9S.NF..4) :OTO 2 DBR00050
READ (10 40, P,ND=S) ( (IBUF (Io) ,Ja i, 3) ,I=1,4) DBR00060
IPASS=O DBB00070
IPASS=TPASS+1 DBR00080
GRI= TT ►iF(rPASS, 1) DBR00090
IF(GRT. PO. 0.) 3RI=1. DBR00100
DO	 11	 T=1,2 DBR00110
TDS(I) =IBUF (IPASS,I+1) +TDOF(I) DBROO120
IF (brit) 9, 10,Q DBRO0130
ICALL = 1 DBROO140
DO	 12	 r=1,2 DBR00150
TPOLD (I)=TDS (T) OBB00160
IP (ABS (TDOL D (1) -TDS (1)) . GT. S..OR. ABS (TDOLD (2) -TDS (2)
	 GT.5.) GOT013DBROO 170
DO 8 T= 1, ? DBR00 480
TDOLD (T) =TDS (I) DBROO190
RETt1RN DBR00200
aRI=0.0 DBR00210
DO 6	 T=1,2 DBR00220
TDS (2) =0.0 DBR00230
RETURN DBR00 240
NERR=R ITRR+1 DBR002SO








 IT Listing for sobprogram TDPOS.
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FT:.?,: TDPOS	 Ff)PTRAN c'	 ONTO UNIVERSITY AVIONICS ENGINEERING CENTER
SrTBRO!1rTK? TDPOS (TN, POS, DRPOS, IERROR)
	 TDP00010
DiMF.NSTON TQSV(2),2SV(2),ANr,(8),AD(8),DN(8) ,CS(8),POS(2),ZIND(2),PTDP00020
:VR(2) * DEL(.),TDR(21 ,DRD(2) 1,DRM(2),TH(2),A(11),B(11),C(11),D(11)6,E(TDP00030
: 11) , t7r (11) ,TM (2) ,ALRM (2) ,DEDEL (2),RADR (2) , BFTA (2),ON3 (2),IWD(2),IDTOP00040
: RD (2) , n RPOS (2) TOP00050
C - TDP00 060
DATA A1/24.0305/,A2/-0.40758/,A3/3. 46776E- 3/,01/0.510483/,82/- 0.01TDP00070
: 1402/, 9 3/0. 001760/, RD/1.745 329E-2/, RM/2.908882E-4/, RS/4.848137E-6 /TDP00080
.,,PT/1.141592/,A4/2.996912P,2/ TDP00090
C - TDP00100
COMMON/CHAIND/DEL,A5, A6, AD,D4,CS TDP00110
C - TDPOO120
C - BFGIN T INI E DIFFERENCE TO POSITION CONVERSION. TDP00130
C - TDPOO140
DO	 i	 T=1,2 TDP00 150
IDRD (I) =DRPOS(T) TDP00 160
DRD(I) =In RD (I) TDPDO 170
1 DRM (I) = (nRPOS ( t) -nRD (I) ) *60. 0 TDP00180
IERRnR=1 TDPOO 190
A 10= (A5*A5-A6* %6) /(A5*A5) TDP00200
A14=1.0-A6/AS TOP00210
A50= (1. 0+A1 4+A 14*A 14) TOP00220
A51= (A50-1. 0) TDP00230
A52= (A 14*A 14) /2.0 TDP00240
A53=-A51/2.0 TDP00250
AS 4= (A 1 4*A 14) /16. tl TOP00 260




DO	 128	 9=1,8 TDP00 310
IF (AD (K)) 124,126,12 6 TDP00320
124 ANG(K) = RD*AD(K)-R4*DM(K)-RS*CS(K) TDP00330
GO TO 128 TOP00 340
126 ANG (K) =Rn*An(K) +RM*1)4 (K) +RS *CS (K) TOP003SO
128 CONTIN r TE TDP00360
Al2= (ANG (1) -ANG (5) +ANG (2) - ANC (6)) TDP00370
Al2=ARS (Al2) TDP00380
IF (A 12- 0.00 001) 7, 7, 8 TDP00 390
7 911=- 1. 0 TDP00400
GO TO 9 TDP00410
8 A11=1.0 TDP00420
C - TOP00430




Cc (1) =ANr,, (3) TDP00480
CC (2) =A NG (4) TDP00490
E(3)=SIN(E(1)) TDP00500
E (4) =CIS (F ( 1) ) TDP00510
E (5) =R (3) /? (4) TDP00 520
E (8) = (F (5)) * (1.0-A14) TDP00530
A62=ATA N (F (R)) TDPOO540





CC (3) =Sin (CC (I) )
CC (4) =COS (CC(1) )
CC (5) =CC (3) /CC (4)
CC(8)= (CC (5))*(1.0-A14)
A62= ATAN(CC (8) )
CC (6) =S IN (A 62)








17 B (J) =CC (3)
E (1) =ANG (5)
F. 	 =AN G(6)
CC(1) =ANG(7)
CC (2) = ANG (R)
P.(3) =SIN(F( 1) )
F (4) =COS (F. ( 1) 1
E (5) =E (3) /Q (4)
E(8)= fR (5) ) *(1.0-.,14)
A6 2= A T A N (F ( 8) 1
E(6) =SIN(A62)
E (7) =COS (A6 2)
CC (3) =SIN (CC (1) )
CC (4) =COS (CC (1) )
CC (5) =CC (3) /CC (4)
CC (8) =(CC (5)) * (1.0-A14)
A62=ATAN (CC (8)
CC (6) =SIN (A62)






DO 21 1=1, 1 1
C(J)=F'fJ)
21 D(J) =C-- (J)
TN (1) =4 (11) +A (11)
T  (2) =C (10) +C( 1 1)
DO 45 4=1,2
BETA (M) =TM (M)
BF.DFL ("f) =BETA (M) +DFL (M)




82 SDR=ORD (1) +DR"1 (1) +DRD(2) +DRM (2)
IF (SDR) 83,84,83
83 DO 30 K=1,2
IF (DRn (K)) 32,34,'14
G{,ey



























































	 C	 OHIO UNIVERSITT AVIONICS ENGINEERING CENTER
3- RADR (Pr) = RD*DRD (K) -Rh*DRR (K) TDP01 110
GO TO 10 TDPOI120
34 RAM (K) = RD*DRD(K)+Rh*DRR(K) TDPOI130
30 CONTTNUB TDPOI140
P (1) =RA. DR (1) TOP011SO
E (2) =RA DR (2) TDPO1 160
A28=-1.0 TDPOI 17094 E(3) =ST N(P(1)) TDP01180
E (4) =CO S (F ( 1)) TDPO1 190
E ( 5) =7 ( 3 ) /F (4) TDP01200
P (8) = (P. (5) ) * 0 .0-A1 4) TDPO 1210
A62=ATA N (E ( 8) ► TDP01220
E (6) =SI N (A61) TDP01230
E (7) =CIS (A6 21 TDP01240
DO	 86	 .7=10,8 TDPO12SO
86 CC (J) =n (J) TDP01260
I=3 TOP01270




C 101= k4 7 TDP01 320
Do 92
	 .1=1,8 TDP01330
92 CC (J) =C (J) TDPO 1340
I=4 TDP01350





DO 50	 3=1,8 TDP01410
50 CC (J) =9 (J) TDPOI420
I=5 TDPOI430
GO T1 500 TOP01440
55 C7=A35 TDP01450
C8=A44 TDPOI460
C9=A 4 5 TDP01470
C 107= A 4 7 TDP 01480
IF(A11) 52,99,53 TDPO1490




DO 63 J =1,8 TDPOIS40
63 CC (J) =A (J) TDP01550
I=6 TOP01560
GO TO 500 TDP01570
65 C7=A35 TOP01580
C8=A44 TDPO I S90
C9=A45 TDP01600
C107=A4 7 TOP01610
C13=TH (2)-C (11) -C(1 1) -C101+C 104-DEL (2) TDP01620
C 17=C. 13 *A4 TDPO 1630
C18=TH ( 1) -A (11) -A 0 1) -C1 1O+C 107-DEL (1) TDP01 640
C22=C_ 18 *A4 TDPO 1650
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	 OHIO nNIVERSITy





C27= ( (z 2-c5) * (C25-C26) + (C2 3-C24) * (C 11 -CR) )
C29= ( (C2 -05) * (C 12-C91 +(C3-C6) * (C8-C 11) )
C30-C?.7/C29
C28= (C2 3-C24+C30* (C3-C6)) /(CS
-C2)GO TO 130
52 C 13=TH (2) -C (13) -C 0 1) -C 101 +C 104-DRL (2)
C17=C13*A4







 +C3* (CR-CS) +CS*C9-CB*C6)
C30=C27/C29
C28= (C2 3-C24+C 30* (C 3-C6)) / (CS-C2)
130 C31= (AS*A4* (1. 0-A10) ) /(1.0-A10*E (3) *1! (3)) **1.5









C - CONVERSTON DONE, RETURN TO DISTANCE-BEARING ROUTINE.
C
900 IF (TQSV (1) . NE. TWD (1)) GO To 7713
IF (IQSv (2) . N*;. IWD(2)) GO TO 7713
IF (ABS (QSV(1)- FWM(1)).GT.O.1)GO TO 7713
TF(A3S(QSV(2)-FWK(2)).GT.0.1)GO TO 7713
IDR(1) =IDR(1)*10
DO 8 39 T=1, 2




C - CONTIN rIF ITFR ATIONS.
C




QSV ( y ) =FWM ( M)
7712 IQSV (M) =TWD (M)
TTF.R= TT ER+ 1





























































'" E POS	 FORTRAN C





	 M=102 TOP02210W=Omrl (M) /RD TDP02220
rVD (N) = W TDP02230FWDn Ip D (NI TDP02240DWD=D - PND TDP02250EWN=DWO *60.0 TDPO2260TV 	 (M) = ASS (EVR) TDP02270IF (TV" ( h) -59.9995) 4840, 4810 0, 4810 TOP022904810 PN M (!1) =0.0 TDP02240IF (Ivn ( M) ) 4820, 4830, 4830 TDP023004820 IWD(N) =IND (N) - 1 TOP02310GO Tn 4840 TOP023204830 IWD (M) = IND (M) + 1 TOP023304840 CONTIN U E TDP02340
GO TO 900 TDP02350
' TDP02360
- CALCULATION OF IuVERSF VARIABLRS. TDP02370
TDP02380500 A59--CC(2) TDP02390A60=-E(2)









IF (A 16) 506, 507, 506
	 ' a,^^-	 ^,. , ,
TDP02460
TOP02470
507 A16=0.00000005 TOP02480506 A17= STN (A 16) TOP02490A 18=CO5 ( A 16) TDP02 500A 19=P, (6) *CC (61 TDP02510A20=F ( 7) *CC (71 TOP02520A21=A19 + A20*818 TOP02530122= ( (A 17 *CC(7) ) **2+ ( CC (6) *B (7) -E(6) *CC (7) *818) **2) **0. 5 TOP02540
A23- (A20*A17) /A22 TOP02550A24=1.3-A23*A23 TDP02560125=ARSTN ( A22) TOP02570A26=A25 * 425 TDP02580A27=1.0/A22 TDP02590
A28=A21 /A22 TDP02600
A29--A24 * A24 TDP02610A30=(A50*A25)+A19 *( A51*A22 - A52*A26 * A27) TDP02620A31=A24 * ( A 5 3*A25 + A53*A22 *A21+A52*A26*A28) TDP02630
A32=A19*A19*(-A52 *A21*A22) TDP02640A33=A29 *( A54* A 25 + 154*A21 * 422--A52*126*A28-155 *A22*(121**3)) TDP02650A34= A 19 *A24*(A52*A26*427+A52*A22*A21*A211 TOP02660
A35= (A30+A31+A32+A33+A34)*16*14 TDP02670A36= ( A51 * A2 5)+A1Q*(- A52*A22-A14* 114*A26 *R27) TDP02680A 3 7=A24 *(- A57*A25 + A58*A22*A21+A14*A14 *A26*A28) TDP02690
A38= (A36 + A37) *A 2 3+A 16 TDP02700
A39=SI 'V (A38) TDP02710
A40=COS ( A38) TDP02720A41= (CC (6) *E(7) -A43*E (6) *CC (7) ) /(139*CC(7)) TDP02730IF (A41) 510, 509, 510 TOP02740509 A41=0.00000005 TDP02750
—33—
P ' i,E: T )POS	 FORTRAN C
	
OHIO UNIVERSITY AVIONICS ENGINEERING CENTER
510 A42=1.0/A41
A43=ATAN(A42)
IF (C35) 515, 514, 514
514 IF (C35-Pr) 511, 512, 5 12
511 IF (A41) 520, 521, 521
520 A43-PI+A43
GO TO 521
512 IP (A41) 517, 518, 518
515 1  (C35+PI) 5 11, 51 1, 516
























































- THIS IS THE CHAIN DATA POR THP 9960 (fIS NOBTAEAST) STATIONS
C - B (CARIBOU) AND I (NANTUCKET) .
r. -



















COMMON/CHAT NO/DEL (2) , 45, 46, A DIS) ,DM (8) ,CS (8)
DATA DEL/11.0E3,25.0E3/




>	 42. 0,49.0, 1 5.0,58.0/
DATA CS /50.47, 34.44, 27. 86, 39.16,
>	 50. 47, 34.44, 1 1.99, 40.51/
END
9 11 601WK Fn RTR AN A
	 OHIO UNITERSITT ATIONICS EWaIWEERIv3 CENTEB
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A
APPS/Dix Yi Listinq for snbprogras /•G^Z.
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ME: RNGA?,	 FORTRAN C






PHTI=POS(1) *Pr /ISO, RYG00060
XLNG2=POS (2) *PT/180. RW000070
DXLNG =XLNG1-XLNG2 RN000080
9ETA=DATAN ((1. -F) *DTAN (PHI)) PYG00090
DETAI=DATAN ((i. -P) *DTAN (PRII)) 81600100
C1=DCOS (SET Al) *DSIN (DTLYGI 21000110
C2=DCOS (BETA) *DSIN (BETAI) -DSIN (BETA) *DCOS (BETAI) *DCOS (DILNG ► NW000120
C3=9 13IN (BP.TA) *OSTI (BETAI) +DCOS(BETA) *?)COS (BETAI) *DCOS (DILNG) 21000130
PSI=!)ATAN (C1/C2) 81000140
TRETA=DATAN ((C2*UC3S (PSI) +C1*DSTN (PSI)) /C3) eN000150
XR=( n STN(BETA) +DSIN (BETA I) ) **2 BYGO0160
IN=( (DSIN (BETA) -DSIN (BETAI) ) /DSIN (THETA)) **2 RY000170
XU= (i. -OCOS (TIIP.TA)) /DSIN (THETA) * (TRETA-DSI N(THRTA)) /DSIN(TRETA) RN0001e0
XV= (1. +DCOS (TH RT A)) * (THETA+nSTN (TRETA)) RNG00190
RHO=DA9 S(A*TRETA-A*F* (X!I*Xtt+IN*%V) /4.) /1852.0 RN000200
IF (C7.:P,.O..ANn.C2.(;F.O.) PSI=PSI*1A0./PI RI000210
IP (C 1. GE. 0.. AND. C2. LE. 0.) PSI= (PI+PSI) *IRO. /PI RW000220
IF (C1.L P,.O..AN %C2. LF.O.) PST=(PI+.PSI) *180. /PI R1000230






A pps yDri VTr LiSitag of Sample plotting pCoqCam.
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PILE: RHORPO	 PORTRNN A
	 ORIO UNIYBRSITY AYZONiCS PIIGtNEERING CENTS!
DATA r)i /3.14159265 /, XORG /9.S/,TORc:/0.25/,XSCL/S./,TSCL/3.125/, iTESRH000010
>/3HY pS/,I ;0/-1/ R II000020
PRINT 66 RH000030
READ 61,IANS RBOD0040
TP (IA MS.EQ. TYRS) T(:3=1 RR000050
CALI. PL OTS (BUP, 4 ,11) RHOOOOSO
CALL SYMBOL (X3RG,YOR 13,0.25,3 0,0.,-1) RR000010
DO 21 I=1,9 RR000080
20 CALL SYMBOL (XORG-T, Y0RG , 0.25,3 , 0.,-1) RR000090
DO 21	 T=1 0 5 RR000100
21 CALL SYMBOL ( XORG , YC I RG+1 . 6*I,0.25 , 3,0.,-1) RR000110
R ROD0120
CA LT. SYMBOL ( XaRG -0. 9994/ 1(SCL,YORG + 0.8092/TSCL, 0. 3's 	 1, 0.,-1) BROOO130
CALL SYMBOL ( XI RG + 3. 1184/XSCL ,TORG+11. 3414 / TSCL, 0. 35 0 1 0 0.,-1) If ROOD 140
CALL SYMBOL (XORG - 4. 5399/XSCL , YORG+24 . 7055 /TSCL,0.35,1,0., - 1) RHOOO 150
CALL SYMBOL ( XORG-14 . 3832/XSCL,TORG + 21.7253 /TSCL , 0.35,
 1 , 0.,-1) B9000160
CALL SYMBOL ( XDRr, - 32. 7287/XSCL , TOR3+21.1557/YSCL , 0.35, 1,0 . , - 1) RR000170
CALL ST R8OL (X3RG -45.2 794/XSCL , TORG + 20.5569/YSCL,0. 35, 1 0 0., - 1) RH000180
CALL SYMBOL (XaRG - 21. 6659/XSCL,YOR(-, + 6.0122 / TSCL , 0.35, 1,0.,-1) RR000190
C RR000 200
11 RRAD ( 10,1,E ND = 100)RNG,AZM R ROOD 210
RNGR = RNG BR000220
AZM$ = AZM RH000230
RHOX = RNG*SI N(AZM*PI /1M0.) /XSCL RR000240
RHOY = RNG*COS(AZM*PI/180.)/TSCL RR000250
CALL Pt OT(IOR3 + RHOX,YORG +RROY,3) RH000260
C R 8000 270
10 READ ( 10, 1, END= 100) RNG,AZM RH0O0280
IF(A9S(RNG— RNGS).GP.5.)G0TO 11 RE000290
IF (ABS ( AZM — AZ !IS) . GT. 10.) GOTO	 11 RR000300
AZ MS = A7, M RH000 310
RNG$=RNG RW000320
RH0X = RNG*SIN ( AZM*PI /180.)/XSCL BR000330
AHOY=RNG*COS (AZM*PI /180.) /YSCL RR00034 D
CALL PL0T(X0B^+RH0X,T0RG+RH0T,2) RR000350
GOTO 10 RH000 360
C RH000 370
100 IF (T(-,O) 101, 101, 52 RH000380
52 CALI. PLOT ( 0.,0.,-3) R9000390
C R H000 400
51 RP.AD(12,1, END =
 101)RRG,AZM	 Aig(+y^.R RH000410QUgI14-
AZMS = AZM RH000430
RHOT=RNG *SIN(AZM *PI/180.) /XSCL RH000440
RR0Y=RNG*C0S(AZM*PI/190.)/YSCL RR000450
CALL PL0T ( X0R3 + RH0X,Y0RG +RH0Y, 3) RROD0460
C RH000470
50 PEAD(f2,1,END= 101)RNG , AZM RR000480
TF (AHS ( RNG-RN3S) . GT. 5.) G0T0 51 RH000490
IF (AHS ( AZ!!— ABM S) . GT. 10.) G0TO 51 RR000 500
AZM$=AZM RR000510
RNG$=RNG BROCOS20
RHOX=RNG*SIN ( AZM*PI /180.)/XSCL PR000530
RH0Y=RNG*r0S(AZM*PI/180.)/YSCL RR000540
CALL FL0T ( X0RG+RH0X,Y0RG+RH0Y,2) RR000550
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60 FnRn4T(1x, I TWO PLOTS? TES/1101)
61 FORM 4'" (Al)
EVD
OHIO "NIVERSITY AVIONICS ENGt!1BKeINC CBNTn
RR000S60
RE000570
R 8000 580
RHOOO590
RH000600
RH000610
RH000620
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